VII
LAST INTERLUDE
the Great Trade Route, then, was staked out awaiting the
Traders; along its course you had all the desiderata of easy
and plenteous existence.
Then the Chinese Traders came to link settlement to
settlement and civilization to civilization until the Great
Route ran like a jewelled belt all across the middle of the
world known to the Ancients ... to the supremely ancient
peoples who as long preceded Greeks and Romans as Greeks
and Romans shall have preceded our descendants of fifty
thousand years hence. . . * And, as far as I am concerned,
you may include the lost Atlantis, joining up the New World
to Madeira, and Africa prolonging itself to the Island of
Porto Santo; so that between what is to-day called the Old
World and what is called the New ran only the thirty-mile
strip of sea that to-day is two miles deep. Such a strip of
water—for the depth of it makes no odds to the seafarer—
the Traders could cross, as they crossed the Channel on
their way to the Cassiterides ... in dug-outs and on rafts;
for you are to understand that not yet had metal s been used
for making bolts for the timbers of ships. So, if you will, the
Route ran all round the middle regions of the earth*,
§
The Traders came, then, and the Great Will imposed peace
on the earth.
The Great Will, as we have adumbrated, is an afflatus that
runs over the world or regions of the earth, manifesting
itself at rare intervals, for one or several reasons, influencing
humanity for several lustres or for several centuries and
slowly or swiftly exhausting itself on the extreme limits of
the world.
The most prominent example of this afflatus is that, of
course, of Christianity, which in its various manifestations,

